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ABSTRACT
Region-based image retrieval (RBIR) technique is revisited. In early
aempts at RBIR in the late 90s, researchers found many ways to
specify region-based queries and spatial relationships; however, the
way to characterize the regions, such as by using color histograms,
were very poor at that time. Here, we revisit RBIR by incorporat-
ing semantic specication of objects and intuitive specication of
spatial relationships. Our contributions are the following. First,
to support multiple aspects of semantic object specication (cate-
gory, instance, and aribute), we propose a multitask CNN feature
that allows us to use deep learning technique and to jointly handle
multi-aspect object specication. Second, to help users specify spa-
tial relationships among objects in an intuitive way, we propose
recommendation techniques of spatial relationships. In particular,
by mining the search results, a system can recommend feasible
spatial relationships among the objects. e system also can recom-
mend likely spatial relationships by assigned object category names
based on language prior. Moreover, object-level inverted indexing
supports very fast shortlist generation, and re-ranking based on
spatial constraints provides users with instant RBIR experiences.
1 INTRODUCTION
Searching images by describing their content, a task known as
content-based image retrieval (CBIR), is one of the most exciting
and successful applications of multimedia processing. e pipeline
of typical CBIR is as follows. An image in a collection is indexed
by its category tag and/or image descriptor. For example, given an
image of a dog, a label ‘dog’ can be assigned, and/or an image feature
vector can be extracted. In the query phase, the user can search for
images by specifying a tag or a query image. A tag-based search
can be performed by simply looking for images with the specied
keyword, while an image-based search can be accomplished by
performing a nearest-neighbor search on feature vectors.
Despite the success of current CBIR systems, there are three
fundamental problems that narrow the scope of image searches. (1)
Handling multiple objects: Typically, an image is indexed by a
global feature that represents a whole image. is makes it hard to
search by making multiple queries with a relationship such as “a
human is next to a dog” because the global feature does not contain
spatial information. (2) Specifying spatial relationship: Even
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Figure 1: Our system enables users to intuitively search the
images that accord with their complex search intention.
if multiple objects can be handled by some other means, specify-
ing spatial relationship of objects is not straightforward. Several
studies have tried to tackle this problem by using graph-based
queries [21, 34] that represent relationships of objects; however,
such queries are not suitable for end-user applications because
their specication and renement are dicult. Several interactive
systems [10, 38] can specify a simple spatial query intuitively, but
cannot specify complex relationships between objects. (3) Search-
ing visual concepts: Tag-based searches with keyword queries
are a simple way to search for images with specic visual concepts,
such as object category (‘dog’) and aribute (‘running’). However,
managing tags is not so easy if we have to consider multiple ob-
jects. For example, consider an image showing a human standing
and a dog running; it is not clear whether we should assign a tag
‘running’ to this image. Moreover, the query of a tag-based search
is limited to be within the closed vocabulary of the assigned tags,
and annotating images involves huge amounts of manual labor.
We created an interactive region-based image retrieval system
(Fig. 1) that solves the above three problems, as follows:
(1) Our system provides an interactive spatial querying interface
by which users can easily locate multiple objects (see the sup-
plemental video). Our system is inspired by classical region-
based image retrieval (RBIR) systems [9], but is substantially
faster, more scalable, and more accurate as it takes advantage
of recent advances in CNNs and state-of-the-art indexing.
(2) Our system provides recommendation functions that make it
easy for users to specify spatial relationships. Given initial
search results or a query, the system suggests possible spatial
relationships among objects. Since the suggestions are given
as position constraint equations that are unambiguous and
understandable, users can interactively rene the suggested
query.
(3) Our system incorporates a multitask CNN feature for searching
visual concepts, which is eective at looking for similar objects
and discriminative to the object category and aribute. By
learning classiers on this feature space, users can search for
objects by category (‘dog’) and by aribute (‘running’) with
high accuracy without relying on tag-based searches.
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e combination above enables users to search images that match
their complex search intention. Figure 1 shows an example where
search intention is “a person is siing on horse carriage”. e diverse
intention can be represented by combining the query of category,
aribute, and image. e spatial constraints can be easily specied
by interactive interface and recommendations.
2 RELATEDWORK
Region-based image retrieval. RBIR was proposed as an exten-
sion of global feature-based CBIR that had received much aention
in the late 90s and early 00s [9, 45]. Unlike global feature-based ap-
proaches, RBIR extracts features from multiple sub-regions, which
correspond to objects in the image. RBIR provided the way to focus
on the object details, which have much benet such as that 1) the
accuracy of queried object was improved by using region-based
matching, and 2) spatial localization of queried object is easy.
Recently, region-based approach has aracted a lot of aention
because of the success in object detection of R-CNN [16], which is
based on the region proposals [43] and CNN features extracted from
the regions. Several studies [5, 6, 19, 22, 40, 47] incorporated this ap-
proach into image retrieval. ey incorporated region-based CNNs
that localize objects [5, 6] and/or enhance the accuracy of matching
images by capturing detailed information on objects [40]. Hinami
and Satoh [19] succeeded in retrieving and localizing objects of a
certain category (e.g., dog) by indexing region-based CNN features.
e reason for success of region-based CNN features is that they
can describe more detailed properties of objects than global features
can and are able to capture higher-level object semantics than local
descriptors (e.g., SIFT) can.
Spatial query and relationship. Several early CBIR studies [10,
38] investigated interactive specications of spatial queries by using
sketches, etc. VisualSEEk [38] searched for images by using spatial
queries such as those indicating the absolute and relative locations
of objects, which were specied by diagramming spatial arrange-
ments of regions. VideoQ [10] used sketch-based interactive queries
to specify spatiotemporal constraints on objects, such as motion in
content-based video retrieval. More recent studies [27, 29, 48] can
handle the query composed of semantic concepts (i.e., object cate-
gories) and their spatial layout. Other studies [7, 28] demonstrated
the eectiveness of spatial position-based interactive ltering for
video search in the competitions [39]. Although interactive systems
make it easy for the user to specify and rene spatial queries, they
have trouble specifying complex relationships among objects.
Other approaches [8, 21, 25, 31, 34, 36] encode relationships be-
tween objects within a graph or a descriptor, where images with
similar contexts are retrieved by matching them. e query is repre-
sented by graph in [21, 34] that includes object class information as
well as spatial contexts among objects. Guerrero et al. [18] encoded
the spatial relationship into the descriptor; their work shows the
eectiveness in describing complex spatial relationship between
two objects. Cao et al. [8] encode high-order contextual informa-
tion among objects into the descriptor to measure the strength of
interaction, where the objects with similar context can be retrieved
by the value. While these approaches can handle complex relation-
ships, query specication and renement are generally dicult for
the user and not suitable for interactive end-user applications.
3 THE PROPOSED SYSTEM: OVERVIEW
e pipeline of our system is illustrated in Fig. 2. Our system is
distinct from typical global feature-based image retrieval; features
of multiple regions in image are indexed following previous RBIR
systems, where regions generally correspond to the object can-
didates in the image. is region-level indexing allows us to 1)
describe the semantics of objects in more detail and 2) identify the
spatial position of each retrieved object. e user species objects
as a query; our system can take an example image as in previous
RBIR systems [9], as well as an object category (e.g., ‘dog’, ‘person’)
and object aributes (e.g., ‘running’, ‘white’). e user can retrieve
objects in any type of query by describing regions with multitask
CNN features (see Sec. 5). Moreover, our system can easily handle
queries of multiple objects, wherein dierent types of query can
be specied for each object. In the example shown in Fig. 2, the
number of queried objects no is two; a category (‘person’) and an
aribute (‘riding’) are specied in the rst object-level query O1,
and an image of a bicycle is specied within an region-of-interest
(RoI) in the second object-level query O2.
Aer the objects are specied, the system retrieves candidate
images and allows users to specify position constraints among
the objects. Our position constraints are specied using a posi-
tion feature that is computed from the geometric locations of the
objects O1,…,Ono in the image I . As illustrated in Fig. 3, each po-
sition feature corresponds to meaningful positional information
such as object size (e.g., O1.width), distance between objects (e.g.,
O1.le f t−O2.riдht ), and aspect ratio (e.g.,O1.heiдht/O1.width). e
number of position feature types np is 19, 82, and 213 when no=1,
2, and 3, respectively (breakdown of np=82 when no=2: size=16,
location=32, relation between multiple objects=32, and aspect ra-
tio=2). A position constraint consists of the type of position fea-
ture and its threshold (the position feature is above or below the
threshold). e spatial location, size, and relationship among ob-
jects can be specied by appropriately specifying the position con-
straints; for example, ‘O1.riдht/I .width > 0.3’ (location in the im-
age), ‘O1.width > 500px ’ (object size), or ‘O1.le f t −O2.riдht > 0’
(relationship between objects).
3.1 Positionery Specication
Our system provides three ways to specify the position constraints.
e rst way is to specify the constraints manually by the user
selecting a feature type and threshold. is method works well
for specifying simple constraints such as ‘O1.width/I .width > 0.5’,
(e.g.,O1 is big), or ‘O1.riдht −O2.le f t > 0’, (e.g.,O1 is on the le of
O2). However, manual specication is frustrating especially when
there are many constraints.
e second way is by using our interactive interface. e user in-
teractively species the position of objects by dragging and resizing
the boxes on the canvas, and the search results are updated imme-
diately in synchronization with the interface. Our system maps
the box positions on the interface into constraints regarding the
four position features that determine the relative position of the re-
gion Oi in the image I , namely, Oi .le f t/I .width, Oi .riдht/I .width,
Oi .top/I .heiдht , and Oi .bottom/I .heiдht . e boxes on the canvas
(specied by the user) also represents specic values of these four
position features. To convert these values into position constraints,
database indexing (Sec. 3.2)
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Figure 2: Pipeline of our region-based image retrieval system.
I (image)
O2 (object 2)
O1 (object 1)
O1.left
I.width
O1.right
O1.right-O2.left
O1.width
(b)(a)
Table 1: example.
Type Example
absolute size O1.width
relative size O1.width/I.width
absolute location O1.left
relative location O1.right−O2.left
aspect ratio O1.height/O1.width
Figure 3: Position feature (a) examples and (b) illustrations.
each of four position features x is constrained to be 0.9xq ¡x ¡1.1xq
(i.e., x ∼ xq ), where xq is the position feature computed from the
boxes on the canvas. Although this specication with an interac-
tive interface is easy and intuitive, the type of position features are
limited and relationships between regions cannot be specied.
e third way is recommendation. e system automatically
infers and recommends relevant spatial constraints from initial
query and results. e recommendation results are displayed in
an understandable way (e.g., text, graphics), so that the user can
intuitively select preferable recommendation results. By using
recommendation, users can easily specify complex queries that
describe relationships between objects. e idea is developed in
Sec. 4.
3.2 Database Indexing
We rst index the region-based CNN features of the image data-
base by taking an approach similar to [19], which consists of the
following two steps. (1) Extract features: Given a database that
consists of N images, for each image Ii (i = 1, ...,N ), ni regions
Ri, j (j = 1, ...,ni ) are detected by performing a selective search [43]
(ni ∼ 2000). A D-dimensional CNN feature vi, j ∈ RD is then
extracted from each region Ri, j , as vi, j = Frcnn (Ii , ri, j ), where
ri, j = [x ,y,w,h] is the bounding box of Ri, j , and Frcnn represents
the trained region-based CNN feature extractor. We use the mul-
titask Fast R-CNN feature, as explained later in Sec. 5. (2) Index
features: All extracted features are indexed following IVFADC [13],
which is based on an inverted index and product quantization (PQ),
a state-of-the-art indexing for the approximate nearest neighbor
search (each feature is compressed into 128-bit codes by using PQ,
and the number of codewords k ′ = 214 is used as an inverted index).
Since IVFADC can approximately compute both the L2 distance and
inner product, a nearest neighbor search and linear classication
(i.e., maximum inner product search) can be handled in one system.
3.3 Search Procedure
Given no objects as a query (no = 2 in the example in Fig. 2), we
rst process the query of each object independently and then merge
the results into an image-level result. e results are ranked by
image-level score and presented to the user aer ltering them
by the position constraints. e details are as follows (each step
corresponds to Fig. 2 (a)–(d)):
(a) Preprocess object-level queries: A category name or an
image with a RoI is given as a query for each object. When an image
Iq with a RoI rq ∈ R4 is given, we rst extract feature vq ∈ RD
from the RoI: vq = Frcnn (Iq , rq ). When a name of category or
aribute tq is given, we learn a linear SVM classier by using the
images of the category tq (e.g., a ‘person’ classier is learned using
‘person’ images), where the SVM weight vector wq ∈ RD is used to
score the regions. We pre-compute a number of popular category
classiers oine in the same way as R-CNN [16] by using images in
the COCO [26] and Visual Genome [23]. If the classier of tq is has
not been computed, we train the SVM online by crawling images
by using Google image search, in a similar way to VISOR [11]. e
weights are cached so that learning does not have to be done again.
(b) Search regions: is part is also processed for each objectOl
independently (l = 1, ...,no ). Given the object-level query vectors
obtained in the previous step, we retrieve the regions with high
relevance scores for each object. When a feature vector vq ∈ RD
is given (when the query is an example image with an RoI), the
relevance score of region Ri, j is computed as 1/‖vq −vi, j ‖2. When
the weight of the classier wqc ∈ RD is given (when the query is
the name of object category), the relevance score of region Ri, j is
computed as 〈wqc , vi, j 〉. In either case, we can immediately search
the regions with high relevance scores by using IVFADC; we select
the inverted lists with the ks highest score (ks=64) and compute
the score between query and features in the selected lists by PQ.
When the aribute with the weight of classier wqa ∈ RD is also
given as a query, the relevance score 〈wqa , vi, j 〉 is also computed
by using PQ and added to the region score.
(c) Merge object-level results: Image-level scores are com-
puted by aggregating the object-level scores. For each image Ii ,
the maximum region score is computed as an image score for each
object Ol and the image scores of all no objects are summed into a
nal score of Ii that is then used to rank the images.
(d) Filtering by position constraints: e value of each po-
sition feature (Fig. 3) is computed for the search results, and the
search results are ltered using position constraints given as a query.
e constraints can be rened by interactive feedback, which can
be processed in real-time because only this stage (d) is re-calculated
on the client-side and involves no communication with the server.
4 SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP
RECOMMENDATION
e position query of our system is represented as a set of position
constraints. Users can easily rene them because the constraints are
unambiguously dened by equations. However, their specication
becomes more complicated as the number of constraints increases.
An alternative way of specifying a position query is by using text
such as ‘A is at the top of the image’ or ‘A is on the le of B’.
Although this way is intuitive, it is ambiguous and dicult to rene.
ere is a trade-o between intuitiveness and unambiguousness,
although both characteristics are important in query specication.
We hence developed a recommendation system that bridges
the gap between intuitive and unambiguous query specications.
Our system presents position query candidates with graphics or
text so that the user can intuitively choose one. In addition, each
recommended position query is represented as a set of position
constraints so that the user can easily rene their query. is
procedure enables users to intuitively specify and unambiguously
rene the query. We propose two types of recommendation (Fig. 2
lower right):
• Mining-based approach: mining typical paerns of the
object spatial positions from the initial search results
• Language-based approach: predicting the spatial rela-
tionship between objects from a pair of object-level queries
(text or image) on the basis of the language prior
ese two methods are complementary; the mining-based ap-
proach depends on the database and not on the query, while the
language-based approach depends on the query and not on the
database. erefore, the mining-based approach can search for typ-
ical relationships that frequently occur in the target database even
if they cannot be represented in language (e.g., Fig. 4a shows three
dierent contexts of ‘ride’). On the other hand, the language-based
approach can recommend relationships that are rare in the database,
and the results are presented along with the label of relationship
(e.g., ‘next to’), which allows users to make selections intuitively.
4.1 Mining-Based Recommendation
When users specify objects as a query, they want to search for
images in which the objects are in a specic context. For example,
suppose we want to search for a “person riding horse”. Other results
such as a “person is standing next to horse” become noise. However,
in existing search systems, including popular search engines, it is
dicult to make queries that focus on specic contexts of objects.
Although some methods specify the relationship between objects
by using language [8, 21] (e.g., A is in front of B), object contexts
oen cannot be represented in language. To deal with this problem,
we developed a way of automatically nding typical spatial contexts
of objects in database by mining the search results that are used
for making recommendations. By mining search results, we can
nd object contexts that cannot be represented in language and are
specic to the target database.
First, we nd typical spatial paerns by clustering the initial
search results on the basis of position features (described in Sec. 3).
e initial search results, each of them regarded as a point in a high-
dimensional space dened by the set of all np position features,
are clustered by k-means (the number of cluster K=10), where
each cluster Ck (k=1,…,K ) corresponds to one typical paern (small
clusters with |Ck | < 5 are removed). Second, because the clustering
results do not always perfectly match the user’s search intention,
we map them into position constraint queries so that user can
interactively rene the suggested query. e position constraints
are learned for each cluster in order to distinguish samples in the
target cluster from others (explained later).
Figure 4a shows the learned constraints and search results with
the query ‘person’ and ‘horse’. is approach retrieves images
showing ‘person riding horse’ in particular contexts. A representa-
tive spatial layout of each cluster is also displayed (Fig 4a ‘graphics’)
so that users can intuitively select recommendations; the sample
closest to the centroids of the cluster is selected as a representative
example. e method to learn position constraints is as follows.
Learning of position constraints. e goal is to learn a set of
position constraints that can be used to extract data in the target
cluster Ck while ltering out the data in clusters other than Ck . As
shown in Fig. 5, the constraints can be regarded as a cascade clas-
sier [44], i.e., a degenerate decision tree, where each constraint
corresponds to a stage of the cascade. Examples that satisfy all
constraints are classied as positive in our case. Each constraint
function is denoted as hi (x; fi ,θi , si ), which is parameterized by
the type of position feature fi ∈ {1, ...,np }, threshold of feature θi ,
and sign of inequality si ∈ {−1, 1}; the example that has position
features x = [x1, ...,xnp ] with sixfi < siθi is rejected by the con-
straint hi . e parameters of the constraints are learned in a way
that is similar to cascade classier learning. In the training, the data
in the target cluster are regarded as positive examples, and the data
in other clusters are regarded as negative examples. Formally, we
learn a set of constraintsH = {h1, ...,hnc } that separate positive
examples Xp (=Ck ) from negative examples Xn = {x|x ∈
⋃
l,k Cl }.
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Figure 4: Examples of spatial relationship recommendation (query=‘person’, ‘horse’).
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Figure 5: Illustration of position constraint learning.
Each constraint is learned by minimizing the false positive rate
while maintaining a recall of more than rl (rl = 0.96 was used in
this study). e optimal type of feature fi and threshold θ is then
found for each constraint. nc constraints are learned in this way
(nc = 3 is used unless otherwise specied).
4.2 Language-Based Recommendation
e user intention can be estimated to some extent from a query
that contains a pair of object categories. For example, given the
query ‘person’ and ‘bicycle’, it is likely that the user wants to search
for images showing a person riding a bicycle. Because some of such
language-based relationships (e.g., ride, on the le of) are spatial,
the results with a specic type of language-based relationship can
be extracted from the search results by properly designing the
spatial position constraints. Our language-based recommendation
method estimates relationships on the basis of the language prior
and provides corresponding position constraints, where the corre-
spondence between the relationships and constraints is learned in
advance on the dataset of visual relationship detection [30].
e language-based recommendation has two key components:
1) predicting relationships from the query on the basis of the lan-
guage prior and 2) learning position constraints for each relation-
ship. e relationship prediction is the same as used in Lu et al. [30].
Two input object category names are mapped to a word embedding
space by using a pre-trained word2vec. If an image is given as a
query, its object category name is selected from ImageNet 1000-
class by predicting the class of the image with AlexNet [24]. Two
word2vec vectors are concatenated and input to the relationship
classier. We used the language module in Lu et al. [30] as the
relationship classier; it learns a linear projection that maps con-
catenated word2vec vectors into likelihoods of relationships in the
vocabularyV (e.g., ‘ride’, ‘on’, ‘next to’). Relationships with high
likelihoods are selected as recommendations.
A set of position constraints corresponding to each relationship
is learned using the training set of the visual relationship detection
(VRD) dataset [30]. is dataset includes annotations of object pairs
and their relationships. An object category name and bounding box
are annotated for each object. To learn a set of position constraints
of the relationship r ∈ V , a set of positive features Xp is extracted
from the object pairs with the relationship v and a set of negative
features Xn is extracted from relationships other than v . Since
the VRD dataset provides only one relationship for each object
pair, the training data, especially the negative samples, may be
very noisy. Note that the nominal number of object pairs may
have multiple relevant relationships, while they are annotated only
by one of such relationships; hence, they can be potential noisy
negative samples of the other relationships. For example, an image
of “person rides a bicycle”, when annotated as ‘ride’ but not as ‘on’,
this image is an potential noise of the relationship ‘on’. In addition,
the numbers of positives and negatives are unbalanced (|Xp | 
|Xn |). ese problems make it dicult to learn a standard classier
(e.g., SVM), as is shown in the experiments in Sec. 6.1. We learn the
constraints from Xp and Xn by using the same algorithm as in Sec.
4.1. Because the algorithm guarantees the lower bound of the recall
(i.e., it guarantees the fraction of positive examples and minimizes
the fraction of negative examples including nominal amount of
noise), the learned constraints can detect relationships with high
recall despite these problems. Examples of learned constraints and
corresponding search results are shown in Fig. 4b. Note that this
language-based recommendation can be made to work for a larger
number of objects by specifying multiple pairwise relationships
(e.g., O1 ride O2 and O2 is next to O3).
5 MULTITASK CNN FEATURE
e purpose of this section is to learn a CNN feature that performs
well in multiple tasks, which we call the multitask CNN feature,
to use it in our system (vi, j in Sec. 3.2). Our search system deals
with multiple search tasks, namely, instance search, object category
search, and object aribute search, although the optimal feature
is dierent in each task. Features that are eective in multiple
visual search tasks have not received much aention because pre-
vious systems generally deal with dierent tasks independently.
However, a system that performs well at multiple tasks would be
useful in various situations, such as might a generic image search
engine where users have very diverse search intentions. While
CNN features generalize well to multiple visual tasks, their per-
formance deteriorates if the tasks between the source and target
are not similar, such as between instance retrieval and category
classication [2]. erefore, we investigated several multitask CNN
architectures that can extract features that perform well in multiple
tasks.
Architectures. Figure 6 shows three architectures of multitask
CNN: Joint, Concat, and Merge. To obtain features that perform
well in multiple tasks, we designed architectures that leverage
the information in multiple tasks by combining features trained
on single-task and/or by jointly learning the multiple tasks. Our
architectures are based on AlexNet [24] or VGG [37], which consists
of a set of convolutional and pooling layers (Convs), two fully
connected layers (FCs), and an output layer for classication. e
architectures can be made compatible with the Fast R-CNN-based
architecture by simply replacing the last pooling layer (pool5) with
a RoI pooling layer. We removed the bounding box regression layer
from the Fast R-CNN, because we only wanted to extract features.
(a) Joint is the same architecture as in the standard single-task
model, except for it having multiple classication layers, where
Convs and FCs are shared in all tasks. Since Joint is only single-
branch, its feature extraction is the fastest of all architectures. How-
ever, its training converges much more slowly than the training
of other architectures because it learns all tasks jointly in a single
branch. (b) Concat concatenates the features of each task’s trained
model. is model learns each task separately in dierent branches;
i.e., it does not use multitask learning. Its feature extraction is the
slowest of the three architectures. While it is the most accurate
in classication because it leverages the features of multiple tasks,
its accuracy in nearest neighbor-based retrieval tasks is poor (see
the experiments in Sec. 6.2). (c) Merge is a compromise between
Joint and Merge, where separate Convs are used for each and FCs
are shared among the tasks. It merges conv5 feature maps of mul-
tiple tasks into one map by concatenating feature, and reducing
dimension with 1×1 convolutional layer (we call it the merge layer)
similar to the approach in [4]. is model learns Convs for each
task separately and then learns the merge layer and FCs for all tasks
jointly. e multitask learning of Merge converges faster than Joint
because it does not have to learn Convs. Merge is more accurate
than Joint because it uses separate Convs optimized for each task.
Training. Training the multitask feature consists of single-task
and multitask training. First, every branch of our models is pre-
trained by using single-task training following the standard ap-
proach of every base network [15, 16, 24, 37]. If a pre-trained model
is available, we can omit the single-task training. Multitask train-
ing is then performed in the Joint and Merge models, where the
network is trained to predict multiple tasks. In each iteration, a
task is rst randomly selected out of all tasks, and a mini-batch is
sampled from the dataset of the selected task. e loss of each task
is then applied to its classication layer and all Convs and FCs. e
Merge model pre-trains the merge layer alone by freezing other
layers and then ne-tunes the merge layer and FCs by freezing the
Convs.
(task 1) (task 2) (task 3)
multitask feature
(a) Joint (b) Concat (c) Merge
conv(+pool) layers
fc layers
last pooling layer
(RoI pooling 
in Fast R-CNN)
single-task
pretrained
(task 1)(task 2)(task 3)
Figure 6: CNN architecture for the multitask feature.
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Spatial Relationship Recommendation
e experiments described in this subsection evaluate the position
constraints used in spatial relationship recommendation. As the
goal of spatial relationship recommendation is to bridge the gap
between intuitive specication and unambiguous renement of
spatial position queries, each recommended spatial relationship
was represented by position constraints. e experiments tested
whether the learned position constraint could extract appropriate
spatial relationships or not.
Mining-based recommendation. We evaluated the accuracy
of position constraint learning in mining-based recommendation.
We dened the initial clustering result obtained by k-means as the
ground truth and determined whether position constraints could
be learned to reproduce the clustering result. As explained in 4.1,
position constraints were learned for each cluster as a cascade-
style classier by regarding the data in the cluster to be positive.
Precision, recall, and F-value of the learned classier were computed
for each cluster, and the mean values over all clusters were used as
performance measures of the position constraint learning. Table 1
lists these measures for dierent numbers of constraints nc . We
used the PASCAL VOC dataset as the image database and used
various combinations of two categories in PASCAL as the query. e
table shows mean values over all queries (190 category pairs in total).
It shows that the position constraints can accurately reproduce the
clustering results in high accuracy even with only three constraints
(87% in mean F-value). e examples in the supplementary video
demonstrate the eectiveness of this recommendation.
Language-based recommendation. We determined whether
the position constraints corresponding to each language-based re-
lationship (e.g., ride, on) can accurately extract only the target
relationship. e constraints of relationships are learned with the
VRD training set [30], which is evaluated with the VRD test set in a
similar way to that of the mining-based approach. e recall and se-
lectivity (# of detected data / # of all data) were used as the measures.
Precision was not used because the VRD dataset sometimes has po-
tential noisy negative samples (explained in Sec. 4.2), and detection
of such samples is heavily penalized in the precision evaluation.
In addition, relationships with fewer than ten test samples were
removed from the test set. We tested a set of baselines: 1) Visual
relationship detection (VRD) in [30] was the main competitor. VRD
computes the relationship score when given two objects, as in the
predicate detection task of [30]. We used this score to obtain the
detection results for each relationship, where the threshold of the
score was determined from the training set to achieve 90% recall.
2) We tested the combination of our position feature and standard
classiers (linear SVM and random forest (RF)). e classiers were
learned from the same positive and negative position features as
Table 1: Results of clustering-based query recommendation.
nc = 1 nc = 2 nc = 3 nc = 4 nc = 5
Mean precision 59.0 80.9 89.1 93.3 95.5
Mean recall 93.0 90.6 86.5 82.7 79.4
Mean F-value 69.6 84.7 87.2 87.3 86.3
Table 2: Relationship detection performance.
All relationships Spatial only
Method Rec. Sel. Har. Rec. Sel. Har.
Ours nc = 2 84.3 47.0 65.0 88.9 64.9 60.9
(posfeat. nc = 3 78.2 38.5 68.8 84.5 72.4 76.3
+consts.) nc = 4 73.7 32.9 70.3 80.5 76.3 76.8
nc = 5 68.0 29.0 69.5 75.4 23.4 76.0
VRD [30] 69.3 27.7 70.8 60.4 42.6 58.8
posfeat. + RF 5.0 0.9 9.5 11.8 2.4 21.0
posfeat. + SVM 9.6 6.3 17.4 6.1 3.3 11.4
posfeat. + SVM (adapt) 84.2 75.2 38.3 93.2 76.1 38.1
our approach. 3) We tested another version using a linear SVM
adapted to our task (SVM (adapt)); the threshold of the score was
determined so as to achieve 90% recall on the training data.
Table 2 shows the recall, selectivity, and harmonic mean of recall
and 1 - selectivity of relationship detection. e mean performance
for all relationships is shown on the le (All relationships), and
the performance for only spatial relationships (e.g., on the le of,
below) is shown on the right (Spatial only). Although our method
performed almost as well as VRD on “All relationships”, it signi-
cantly outperformed the baseline in terms of spatial relations. In
addition, the combination of position features and the standard
classier did not achieve high recall. Our approach learned a con-
straint that maintained high recall by determining a lower bound
of recall that was eective in this problem. In addition, our method
based on position features is faster at both feature computation and
classication than VRD is. Figure 7 plots the recall and selectivity
of every relationship. It shows that spatial relations such as ‘on
the right of’ and ‘below’ are accurately detected by using the con-
straints, while the relationships that are not much related to spatial
position (e.g., ‘touch’ and ‘look’) cannot be detected by using the
constraints.
6.2 Evaluation of Multi-task Feature
e experiments described in this subsection compare the per-
formances of several multitask and single-task CNN features on
multiple tasks. We rst evaluate our method in a simple image
classication and retrieval task using the whole image feature (an
evaluation using region-based features is described in the next
subsection). A multitask CNN was learned with three datasets,
namely, ImageNet [12], Places [50], and Landmarks [3], which cor-
responded to the tasks of the object category, scene, and object
instance classication. We tested the performance of these tasks by
using PASCAL VOC 2007, CUB-200-2011 [14] (object classication),
MIT indoor scenes [35], SUN-397 scenes [46] (scene classication),
Figure 7: Results of language-based query recommendation.
Oxford [32], and Paris [33] (instance retrieval). In the classica-
tion task, we learned a linear SVM classier on image features
in the manner described in [2]. In the retrieval task, we simply
performed a nearest neighbor search on the whole image feature
space. We post-processed the image feature with l2-normalization,
PCA-whitening, and l2-normalization, following [20] for all tasks.
We used AlexNet as the base architecture, whose parameters were
initialized using the models pre-trained on ImageNet. All models
are trained and tested with Chainer [41].
Table 3 shows the performances of the features obtained by the
multitask (Joint, Concat, and Merge) and single-task (ImageNet,
Places, and Landmarks) models. In Joint (freeze) and Merge (freeze),
the parameters of Convs were frozen (not updated) in the multitask
learning. In Concat (4096), Concat features were reduced to 4096-
dim by using PCA. Following the standard metrics, mean average
precision (mAP) was used on the VOC, Oxford, and Paris datasets,
and accuracy was used on the CUB, MIT, and SUN datasets. We can
see that Concat performs best in classication tasks (category and
scene), while Joint and Merge performs best in instance retrieval
tasks. ese results imply that features from other unrelated tasks
become noise in the nearest neighbor search task, whereas SVM
classiers can ignore unimportant features. Merge performs beer
than Joint in the scene classication task, which shows that even
with multitask learning, Convs in a single branch has diculty cap-
turing features that are eective in multiple tasks. e performance
of Merge (freeze) is almost the same as that of Merge, which means
ne-tuning Convs has no eect on the Merge model.
6.3 Search Performance
We evaluated the performance of our search system on datasets of
three tasks: object category retrieval (PASCAL VOC), instance
search (Oxford 5K [32]), and visual phrase detection [49]. We
trained the multitask Fast R-CNN model on the COCO, Landmarks,
and Visual Genome datasets. We used Visual Genome to learn at-
tributes; 72 frequently appearing aribute categories (color, action,
etc.) were selected for training. We used the VGG16 model as the
base architecture. We used the same hyper-parameters as in Fast
R-CNN. e object category retrieval task was evaluated with the
same seings of [19]. In the instance search, we extracted the query
feature from the provided query image and RoI and scored each
- (O1.top-O2.top)/O2.height < 1.01
- (O1.bottom-O2.top)/O2.height < 0
- O1.bottom/I.height < 0.88
Position 
‘above’
O1 bicycle
O2 car
- O2.height/I.height > 0.13
- O1.right/I.width < 0.93
- O2.height/O1.height < 2.75
 Position 
‘stand next to’
O1 person skiing
O2 dog
- O2.bottom-O1.height > 147
- O3.left-O1.right < -131
- O3.top/O1.height <  1.57
Position 
mining
O2 bicycle O3 
O1 person riding
(b) Skiing with a dog
(a) A car carrying a bicycle
(c) Riding a bicycle with a helmet
Figure 8: Examples of search results. ery consists of objects (O1, O2, and O3) and their spatial constraints which are auto-
matically suggested by recommendations. Our system enable to capture various search intentions and retrieve accurately.
Table 3: Comparison of dierent CNN features.
object scene instance
VOC CUB MIT SUN Oxford Paris
Joint 74.8 41.4 63.9 51.5 42.2 49.6
Joint (freeze) 74.6 41.8 63.6 51.1 40.9 49.3
Concat 76.2 43.3 70.6 57.3 36.5 43.3
Concat (4096) 76.0 43.2 70.7 57.0 36.8 43.4
Merge 76.0 41.5 67.1 53.1 42.8 48.1
Merge (freeze) 76.0 41.5 67.2 53.1 42.8 48.1
ImageNet 74.5 42.2 53.1 40.2 30.8 35.2
Places 72.7 22.6 67.1 53.6 30.8 39.5
Landmarks 65.1 30.7 45.7 36.8 42.9 51.2
Table 4: Retrieval performance of our system. e same fea-
ture is used in the evaluation of every dataset.
Method VOC Oxford Visual Phrase
Aytar et al. [1] 27.5 - -
Large-scale R-CNN [19] 50.0 - -
R-MAC [42] - 66.9 -
Gordo et al. [17] - 81.3 -
Visual phrase [49] - - 38.0
VRD [30] - - 59.2
Ours (Joint) 56.1 64.3 65.2
Ours (Concat) 57.7 57.6 66.3
Ours (Merge) 57.1 64.1 64.9
image by using the distance between the query and its nearest fea-
ture of the image. In the visual phrase detection, we evaluated the
system on 12 phrases that represented a object1(o1)-relationship(r )-
object2(o2) (e.g., person riding bicycle) as in [30]. We manually
converted each visual phrase into a query for our system; two ob-
jects were specied by category names (o1 and o2) and position
constraints is selected from the recommendation result without
manual renement. Table 4 compares the mAPs of our method
with those of other state-of-the-art methods tuned for each task.
Although the other methods were tuned for each task, our method
performed as well or beer than them on all datasets.
Finally, let us discuss the search time of our system. e query
feature extraction and SVM training highly depends on the CNN
architecture and machine resources (e.g., CPU or GPU). Although
online SVM training is slow (around 5s per region) because of image
crawling and feature extraction, it only has to be done once per
one category because we cache all trained classiers. e speed of
region search part is the same as in [19]; 130 ms on a 100K database
for each object-level query. e time taken by the recommendation
part is negligible, less than 0.1 second.
Figure 8 shows examples of the results of our system, which
demonstrate that system can exibly handle queries that have di-
verse intentions and it produces promising results that match the
query with high accuracy. Position query are specied by rec-
ommendation. More examples are provided in the supplemental
video.
7 CONCLUSION
We presented region-based image retrieval (RBIR) system that sup-
ports semantic object specication and intuitive spatial relationship
specication. Our system supports multiple aspects of semantic
object specication by example images, categories, and aributes.
In addition, users can intuitively specify the spatial relationship
between objects with system’s recommendations and interactively
rene the suggested queries. is semantic and spatial object speci-
cation allows users to make queries that match their intentions.
e examples shown in this paper demonstrate the eectiveness of
our system as well as the potential of RBIR. RBIR provides a way
for users to access the detailed properties of objects (e.g., category,
aribute, and spatial position) in image retrieval and we expect it
to bring forth promising and exciting applications.
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